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Minor sets new World Record  

 

Image scanned from the June 1930 edition of Morris Owner magazine 

Miss Mabel Oliver, a New Zealander established an endurance World Record with her Morris Minor Tourer at Auckland’s Mangere 

Speedway in March 1930 when the car was driven non-stop for 24 hours. The Minor Tourer was described as being ‘stock’ (i.e. 

unmodified) except for the fitting of a larger fuel tank and the removal of the hood.  However a third headlamp was also fitted to aid 

night visibility as was a tonneau. Like a number of other Minor sporting achievements, Morris Motors made little capital from this 

success, relegating the event and story to three short paragraphs and a similarly sized image in the June 1930 edition of Morris 

Owner. The Cycle & Motor Supplies advertisement  (see page 4) announcing the news appeared in the Evening Post (a Wellington 

based evening daily newspaper) and was recently found by Australian PWMN member Dane Hawley during the course of an 

internet trawl of period Australian and New Zealand newspaper archive websites. 

Little is known about Miss Oliver and her achievement except to say that the 1062 miles (the 1076 miles quoted by the Morris 

Owner is incorrect) were covered without a stop at an average speed of 44.25 mph. This in itself raises some interesting questions.  

Apart from the very obvious ‘toilet’ considerations, how was oil replenished on the move? Without a doubt the engine was 

consuming liberal amounts of this essential substance, as evidenced by the dark patch on the bottom half of the radiator, as shown 

in the Morris Owner photo. (This particular oil leak was a common fault on the OHC Minor.) It is also stated that the car was 

refuelled from another vehicle ‘running behind’, presumably filling a larger fuel tank fitted somewhere towards the rear of the car. 
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Whatever the system employed to keep the car running continuously throughout a 24 hour period much credit must go to the car, 

its intrepid lady driver and the back-up team. However that can’t be said of Morris Motors Ltd. who once again failed to exploit this 

significant achievement. 

Despite this lack of fanfare on the part of Morris Motors, Mabel’s achievement was big news in the Antipodes, with stories 

appearing throughout March in a number of city daily and evening newspapers across the region. It’s clear from these reports that 

the story originally appeared on ‘the wires’ as little new detail surfaces in any of them. What is learnt is that her only female record 

breaking rival was the Honourable Mrs Victor Bruce (famous in her own right within UK racing circles at that time) who had driven a 

Bentley for 24 hours non-stop at the Montlhery, circuit in France the previous year. One of the reports of the Auckland attempt goes 

on to state that the Minor was examined by engineers after the event and was given a clean bill of health and “…could have 

continued indefinitely.” 

There is also some confusion as to the date of the event, which is recorded as being the 24th February 1930 by the Motor Sport of 

New Zealand website and as finishing on “Saturday at 5:00 PM” by the Morris distributors Cheney. The earliest report is dated 11th 

March which makes the most likely date for the completion of the record attempt as Saturday 8th, unless of course news travelled 

very slowly in the early thirties. 

Does this record still stand today? Unlikely as it sounds It may well do so. While cars of a similar capacity will have successfully 

completed endurance events such as the Le Mans 24 hour race, those participating will have stopped many times for fuel 

replenishment and driver changes. Record attempts of the type described continued to feature throughout the thirties through to 

the end of the fifties but a quick Google search doesn’t provide an answer to the question. It would indeed be an amazing feat if the 

record still does stand to this day; a tremendous testament to the mechanical reliability of the Minor plus of course to the fortitude 

of its driver, Mabel Oliver. 

Historical Footnote: It was assumed that ‘Miss’ Mabel Oliver was a youngish person at the time of this attempt but some further 

investigation by our intrepid Australian ‘delver’ reveals that she may well have been into her forties by the time of the record 

attempt. Dane Hawley has established that a certain Mabel Oliver passed her Junior Civil Service examinations in 1906 in 

Auckland, the record attempt venue, while the photograph also suggests a slightly older personage. 

(Special thanks are due to Dane Hawley for his help in the preparation of this short article) 

 

Above left The Morris Owner June 1930 snippet while the Cheney ‘ad’ (right) is very similar 

Further newspaper snippets can be found on the next pages 
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Extracted from The Brisbane Courier 11th March (left) and The Mail Adelaide 15th March (right) Below Motorsport NZ 

website entry 
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Cycle and Motor Supplies Wellington pronouncement 

 


